
BSUFA Senate Minutes 

25 Aug  2014 

4:00 pm HS 107 

 

Attendance 

Senator Department 

Bill Joyce Accounting 

Amber Fryklund Athletics 

Andrew Hafs Biology 

Rod Henry Business 

Tom Fauchald Business/ Exec 

Keith Marek Chemistry/Exec/IFO 

Jan Heuer Criminal Justice 

Mike Morgan English/ Exec 

Donna Pawlowski English/Speech Communication 

Jeff Ueland Geography/ Exec 

Christel Kippenhan HPSH 

Daniel Guentchev Humanities 

Pat Conoly Library 

Debra Sea Mass Communication 

Janice Haworth Music 

Tiffany Hommes Nursing 

Carolyn Townsend Nursing/ Grievance 

Sarah Tarutis Nursing/ Secretary 

Sheila Paul Nursing/ Treasurer 

John Truedson Physics 

Porter Coggins Professional Education 

Kris Nei Professional Education 

Keith Gora Psychology 

Cheryl Byers Social Work 

Deb Peterson Sociology 

Tim Brockman TAD 

Drew Graham TAD 

Sarah Young TRIO/SAS 

 

 

 

 



Call to order 

Guest. Dr Grabowska, IFO President  

A list was distributed for attendance. We have several new senators this year. 

Pres Ueland turned the meeting over to Dr Grabowska, IFO President, for his welcome and comments. 

Welcome back. This is my first visit to campus - and it’s a beautiful campus. I want to talk about about 

community, both what you have here and connections with the other universities. The union offers 

community: a shared mission, vision, and values. The union is always about community. I encourage you 

to invite your new faculty to join you.  

This is the greatest challenge you’re going to face is recruitment. I am a Prof of Spanish from Greater MN 

- Mankato - not the Cities. MnSCU has decided that the biggest pool of students is in the 494-694 

beltway. One of the issues on my agenda is to get students from the Metro to our outstate universities. Not 

all students are place bound. There are opportunities to get out and experience what a residential campus 

is. We talk about shared experience and that’s what happens at a residential campus, not going home 

every weekend. That’s what the outstate campuses offer. 

Mission, Vision and Values: The IFO Executive Committee met concerning these. They hammered out a 

statement and it will be out to you for response. We also worked on a SWOT analysis to get out of crises 

mode and develop direction for the union.  

The contract you’re voting on the week of Sept 8th will be ratified at Ruttger’s this November. The new 

trustees will be here, so if you want to see them.  

We’re also looking at what BSU and NTC is becoming. Input to Jeff and me on this matter is vital. The 

IFO is working with other unions and student organizations to expand the input of groups, gaining 

multiple voices on matters such as Charting the Future.  

About that contract: It is the second largest financial benefit in the IFO history. Adjuncts gain 7-71/2 

increase. Other good stuff. It’s online, so look. Faculty have to become members by 2 Sept to vote on 

contract. Materials will be to you by the 5th, and you vote the week of the 8th week. Watch the mail. 

There is also a constitutional amendment to add a board member to the IFO. 

But I ask for your help. The union doesn’t function on its 6 full time staff. It depends on you, sitting as 

senators and on committees. We need your enthusiasm and initiative to grow and become a better 

representative.   Thank you. 

Approval of minutes of 5 May 2014. Fauchald moved, Henry seconded. Carried. 

President's Report 

NTC. The BSUFA Executive Committee was called in this summer given a definitive plan that did not 

involve overlap of NTC and BSU. At start up, we heard “merge,” so we don’t know where the 

administration are going now. HLC is doing a site visit at NTC. If they don’t like what they see, we might 

see a change.  One concern is Developmental courses taught by NTC. It has not been a very 



comprehensive program. Math and English might want to ask questions. Lib Ed stays here at BSU. 

Hagg-Sauer. We heard they were going to raze it with $10m from MnSCU. I talked to the President, 

asking for more of a plan. And there will be some forums held. Please: Put the pressure on. We do not 

have to accept this without a plan that we’re involved in.  Beyer: Is there pressure to move fast rather than 

plan? Ueland: They said there’s a pressure point but they haven’t said what it is. We’ll be asking at M&C. 

There has to be a way that works. I think the administistration is stuck on this one, too, so we can help 

them. Beyer: This is the building the community uses. To rush intp a decision to tear it down and plan 

later doesn’t work. Fauchald: This is not just a HS situation. It affects Sattgast, Bangsburg and all the 

spaces. Your space isn’t sacred. You might have to lose practice rooms for offices. MnSCU has a list of 

bonding projects. They put $10m as a placeholder. If it doesn’t get bonded, the demolition stops. but it 

could hit as early as 2016. 

Announcing Treasurer’s report. We’ve not done this, but the BSUFA Treasurer will report each senate 

meeting. 

Henry: A report about this summer. Letters of appointment violated contract this summer. We are taking 

this to M&C as an example bad faith. Fauchald: Every chair had the same language added to their 

appointment letters, but each letter was to be negotiated. Swain: We need new letters. Ueland: We’ll bring 

it to M&C and start a grievance if we need to. 

Officers Reports 

Grievance Officer: Summary of grievances over summer. Synopsis presented by Ueland. Two Step 1 

grievances, and one Step 2 were filed this summer but held in abeyance, as per contract.. The issue is use 

of adjuncts. Mike Murray compiled a lot of evidence that our use is not in line with contract. There was 

an apparent hiring without a search. And we have a FT separation grievance. We have had meetings on 

two of the three. 

 

Committee Reports 

Budget. Fauchald on NTC. The administrative budge plan we saw this summer was to increase 

enrollment in 2 years by 15%. But that is a plug number to make the plan work. In November,  the 

administration decides on faculty layoffs. The question we have is whether BSU will have to give them 

$600k each year. They have said BSU will not provide money, but we were getting mixed messages 

during startup. Be forewarned. Ueland: What happens with HLC will affects everything. 

Rules. Swain. We have a lot of committee slots open. Talk to colleagues. Every college has at least one 

slot open, except for Athletics. There will be elections next week to get the roster ratified. Have 

departments email names of new senators to Swain.  

Lib Ed. Peterson. Small response to a survey last spring so I’m redistributing a questionnaire t0 chairs. 

We also have a simplified version of Lib Ed assessment. We’ve had a good response from faculty on Lib 

Ed, and will update.  Morgan: Two concerns. You’re now stating in your questionnaire that you were 

charged to “revise” Lib Ed. You weren’t. The language was “to make it distinctive.”  I think you’re 



overstepping your charge.  Second, you mention that an option is to enforce faculty to teach with “high 

impact” techniques. The committee is out of bounds in doing that. it’s not in the Lib Ed charge to dictate 

pedagogy or classroom practices.  Well you can take that up with your department. Swain: Point of order: 

Morgan’s concern is a Senate issue on the charge of the Lib Ed committee, not a department level 

discussion. The Senate needs to speak to you about whether your committee is overstepping their remit. 

My second concern is this: We can only fit one of these options with current personnel. To get accurate 

and useful returns, the survey you distributed should present the complete situation rather than a hopeful 

situation.  

 

New Business 

Swain as chair of Rules was called by Ueland to get new Executive members ratified. Moved to approve 

the Action Committee including Sarah Tarutis as Secretary. Carried. 

Swain: Update on Academic Computing Committee: Those elected in spring have term limits in 2016. 

The size of the committee has been reduced. Beth Hagonson is on the committee. 

Ueland: We had a lot of work shuffling committee sizes at the end of the year. Bear with us. Ueland 

called for a five minute Executive meeting immediately following adjournment. 

Adjourned 5:05 

Submitted 

 M C Morgan 


